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B. Description of the project

Abstract

The global COVID-19 pandemic experienced in 2020 has significantly influenced the

perception of everyday lives and how individuals interact with surrounding materials. Since the

outbreak and imposition of socially restrictive measures such as social distancing and baning

public gathering, the perspective of interaction has dramatically changed. The purpose of this

study and the associated design development was to establish innovative methods that facilitate

hands free interaction with everyday materials to prevent or mitigate the spread of the virus. This

perspective was developed on the need to address the environment on campus. For the primary

design of the study in the first semester, we implemented a customer needs analysis and affinity

diagrams. Through the design, the major problems were identified, the data was collected and

analyzed based on the targeted customer needs and focused on the most important public places

on campus such as classrooms tables, restrooms, doors and elevators. Finally, solutions would be

provided for the problems identified. Other design methods used included the functional models

which focused on the active engagements towards providing alternative solutions to the problems

of contact and contamination. For our proposed solutions, we as a team suggested a series of

designs as an approach to solving this matter as we thought about door handles, ventilation and

tables. As we focused more on the technology and most effective solutions, we ended up

focusing on elevators by including four related designs. These four systems include a voice

command system, leap motion sensor, IR sensors and foot pedals. All of which involved the

installation of various software and hardware materials. Overall, in the second part of the senior

design course and through the technology we were able to achieve our goals and demonstrated

the effectiveness of our design along with all the difficulties and challenges that we faced while
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implementing our designs and combining them to work on a physical operating mini elevator

prototype.

The importance of our design

Since the outbreak of the global pandemic, it has been harder for people to navigate

through their daily lives, as they must constantly wonder whether they are going to contract the

novel coronavirus and then transmit it to others. Indeed, one of the places where the contraction

rate increases is the elevator, as people find themselves in close proximity to one another, even if

for only a short time, with social distancing impossible (Parker-Pope, 2020). While it is possible

to take certain precautions, such as riding alone and washing one’s hands after touching the

elevator buttons, taking such precautions is not always easy, less so if one is living or working in

a large building with many floors. Additionally, taking these precautions several times a day is

even less likely, as people will invariably find themselves in an elevator with others, some of

whom may forget to wear a mask and may find themselves touching buttons without having the

requisite hand sanitizer nearby.

Given this reality, along with how easily and quickly the coronavirus spreads, protecting

people from contracting and transmitting the virus while in an elevator is imperative. Increasing

the need for a solution is the fact that many elevators are tightly sealed and do not have air flow,

for this reason, contain any real ventilation system that filters out old air and allows new air to

enter (Lanese, 2020). Richard Corsi, Dean of Engineering and Computer Science at Portland

State University, even devised a mathematical model suggesting that a second elevator passenger

would have a 25 percent likelihood of contracting the coronavirus if a first passenger already had

it (Lanese, 2020). At this rate, an elevator with four riders would lead to one person contracting

the virus beyond the original spreader, while an elevator with 10 users would result in an
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additional 25% of people getting the virus. In short, elevators are unsafe places for those looking

to avoid contracting the coronavirus, even though, for many, avoiding the elevator in their daily

lives is extremely difficult.
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C. Design methodology, constraints, specifications, and system requirements

(CLO 1)

Senior Design |

Performance and Failure Modes

In semester one, for each of our designs we had encountered some performance and

failure modes. Beginning with our Voice Command System, some of the main performance

failure modes included the system’s ability to sometimes misinterpret or mistranslate said words

into text, the use of the Raspberry Pi 4 model B as hardware, finding a feasible Graphical User

Interface (GUI) system and having to work with  both software processors: the GUI and the

voice recognition softwares together in one system.

For the Passive Infrared Sensor design (PIR) in the previous semester, we believe that the

prototype functioned correctly and experienced minimal issues. The only real performance

failure mode that was experienced was that the sensor's field of view was not what it needed to

be in order to function in a real application (too wide of view).

Working with the leap motion sensor in public places like elevators must have some

drawbacks some of which include: tracking hand gestures may not work as well with bracelets,

rings and watches on your hand. Reflection of infrared lights can make hands and fingers hard to

track and distinguish.

While working with foot pedals the issue that we faced the most was adjusting to using

feet as we are all used to using our hands more often. These errors or failures will be illustrated

in further detail in the results section in this report.
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In this semester, we had taken into account all of the previous semester’s errors,

challenges and difficulties that we had encountered, and developed our functions to have them

work properly as well as to resolve all the documented errors in semester one.

Analysis, simulation and prototype plans

In our first design during semester one,  which was the Voice Command System, we

began our analysis and prototyping plan for hardware by first purchasing the materials and

choosing them accordingly. Our purchased materials are as follows: a Raspberry Pi LCD 7 inch

touchscreen, a Raspberry Pi 4 model B, a keyboard, a Type C USB wire, a Micro SD card, a

Micro SD card adapter and an external microphone that would plug into the Raspberry Pi with a

USB for the user's voice input. The Raspberry Pi model B came with all of the required

components in its box. The components included the 7-inch display, the DSI to the display

parallel interface (DPI) conversion board attached to the display, four wires and four screws to

mount the Raspberry Pi onto the adapter board. After that we were able to power the Raspberry

Pi through the red and black wires as it is powered through the GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi

board and not by itself or through a switch or button. Additionally, we connected the 5V wire in

the first pin and the ground wire in the last pin. These two wires in pins 1 and 2 send power from

the board to operate the Raspberry Pi. Once the Raspberry Pi was running and connected to a

computer with a Type C USB and a password was set using the keyboard, we lastly started to test

all the components together.

As for our software prototyping plan we inserted a Micro SD card to its adaptor and

connected it to our computer in order to install the Raspberry Pi operating system: Raspian.

Next, we installed python on the Raspberry Pi in which within the code we were able to install

and retrieve The Google Speech Voice Recognition Library and at the end we started to code on
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the raspberry pi. Details about The Voice Command coding we did last semester will be

illustrated in part (CLO 3) in this report.

For the Passive Infrared Sensor (PIR) design plan, we needed to purchase an Arduino

uno, which is a microcontroller-based board. The Arduino is an open source electronics platform

that is based on an easy-to-use hardware and software. These boards can read inputs and turn

them into outputs, which is what this prototype design ultimately needed. We then needed to

purchase the accessories such as the Passive Infrared Sensor, the breadboard, LED’s, resistors,

and other miscellaneous components. Once all of the materials arrived, we began the process of

building the prototype. The Arduino was connected to the computer with a USB cord that

supplied power to the arduino and then the PIR sensor was also connected. A simple circuit was

then made to connect the LED. Once everything was wired, some basic code was needed to be

used to make the design function correctly. The last piece of the plan was to test and troubleshoot

it if necessary.

For the leap motion sensor, the device plugs into any computer and starts sending

analyzed data to the computer to reconstruct a 3D representation of what the device sees. Once

you enter the elevator we didn't want to limit the choices to just using the voice command. For

that we worked with a leap motion sensor to select buttons contactlessly. The leap motion device

consists of two cameras and three infrared LEDs. These track light with a wavelength of 850

nanometers. It detects hand and finger gestures with an interaction area of  2 feet above the

controller and on each side, which gives the user about 150 degree angle of interaction.

Information about the leap motion sensor’s proof of concept and code will be discussed in

section (CLO 3) in this report. (Leapmotion, n.d)
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For our last prototype we worked with foot pedals in order to control the opening and

closing of the elevator door. The goal of this design is mainly used as a mechanical backup if for

some reason the PIR sensor fails. Information about the foot pedals proof of concept and code

will be discussed in section (CLO 3) in this report.

Analysis, simulation and prototype results

Implementing such a challenging system had various types of results. Starting with the

errors and difficulties that were encountered, the most common error that was encountered while

working with this system was that the system would misinterpret or misread our words and

would incorrectly translate our commands into the wrong text which in turn would delay the

command given to the elevator. This in turn would require us to try multiple times to repeat the

same words to get the desired output. The reason for that being is that and the new Raspberry Pi

4 has new updates in the operating system that has made the identification of the microphone

directly on the Raspberry Pi much more difficult. However, with some research we were able to

fix the issue. Another approach we took to solve this problem was to add most of our

misinterpreted and misread words after our multiple tries of testing, onto the code. For example,

when we examined the number three in the system it would often misread it and mix it up with

other words such as “free”or “tree”. Having to work with the voice recognition system machine

and understanding its sensitivity, and knowing that people talk in different ways, different

accents, different pronunciations and different paces that might cause these types of

inconveniences. A great amount of additional testing has been done to add as many commonly

mistaken words as possible while testing this product with our customers and stakeholders.

Trying to figure out a GUI program that would work on the Raspberry Pi was also a challenge,

however, the program Page that we used was the best option given that the program itself
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generates a Python code which gave us the opportunity to easily implement the code in our task

functions code, as opposed to an XML file. Generating an XML file would be a very

complicated thing to do and out of our scope. Besides, dealing with two different operating

systems such as a GUI and a voice recognition system caused a great deal of difficulties, since

the GUI system is a moving system that causes delays. Having to prioritize both processing

systems required some work such as giving the user six seconds to implement their input and

four seconds for the other processing system to update the given command. The way we solved

this problem was by implementing time division multiplexing between the voice recognition

system and the GUI. To conclude, we were able to reach our end goal of this design last semester

and accomplish what our design needed to do after resolving most of our encountered errors. Our

system at that time, had a good amount of accuracy in terms of translating words to text, was

able to obtain a Python code with no errors and corresponds correctly and efficiently with the

GUI system in order to move the elevator simulation. Our demonstrated design in the Critical

Design Review presentation last semester, demonstrated our design successfully functioning as

planned.

For the Passive Infrared Sensor prototype, we were able to exhibit the basic concept that

we set out to solve and consider this phase of the prototype to pass. The design requirement we

wanted to successfully demonstrate was to have an LED light up when motion was detected.

Since we were able to wave our hand in front of the sensor and have an LED light up when our

hand was there and the light would shut off when the hand was moved away, the design

requirements were met. We have moved forward to the next iteration of the prototype, which was

to use an IR sensor this semester due to the PIR sensor not being very reliable. We ultimately

proved the concept of using a sensor to call an elevator and operate the doors without direct
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contact this semester using the IR sensor. Due to the simplicity of this previous prototype design,

no analysis or simulations needed to be performed.

The leap motion prototype had both negative and positive results, but overall

implementing a 7-segment display using the leap motion was a success. It was reliable, accurate

and very sensitive to hand gestures, which makes it simple and efficient for the user to select an

elevator button. With that being said, it may take new users a few seconds to adjust doing hand

gestures in the air for the first time, and also can be prone to mistakes between users. As giving

commands or moving their hands without aiming correctly to use the leap motion, if the user was

standing close to the device, can cause errors and delays in the leap motion and might lead to

selecting undesired floors. For that we thought about adding guided instructions next to the

device as that might be useful.

The foot pedals successfully took the place of elevator buttons, and did accomplish the

job of no hand contact but instead now the user can use their feet. One drawback is that we had

to implement what might happen if we pressed both the opening and closing of the door pedals

together, as of last semester the system didn’t respond to that situation. With that being said, we

could control both the inside and outside of the elevator doors without hand contact in the

previous semester.

Senior Design ||

As a continuation from last semester, our project goal for this semester was to assemble a

mini elevator prototype that can be controlled fully contactlessly to limit the spread of the

COVID-19 virus. To accomplish that, our design will introduce and include new technological

and contactless ways to operate all of the elevator functions. We accomplished the proof of

concept of each four of our functions alone in the previous semester. We have combined and
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developed them all in one mini elevator prototype design this semester which was our greatest

challenge as well as resolving the errors we had faced in the design process in both semesters.

This semester we focused heavily on taking our four separate designs and bringing them into one

fully functional design that worked mechanically as well as electronically. In order to map this

all out, we decided to do a block diagram to help us understand the flow of things as well as

explain in detail how our entire system will work. (First and second status reports, 2021)

Block Diagram
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Performance and Failure Modes

In the left side of our block diagram are our system’s inputs that first include the leap

motion sensor. Ultimately, the user is able to control the elevator internally to replace the current

traditional touching of buttons to a contactless method. The user will be able to press the buttons

fully contactlessly with only hand gestures. However during our testing process, we had

encountered some difficulties with our control systems and it has come to our attention that our

previous main control system, the Raspberry Pi was unfortunately not compatible to use with the

leap motion sensor we have in our design, and in turn, we were not able to use our LCD screen

that was mainly operated by and attached to the Raspberry Pi. These restrictions were applied by

Microsoft as they have made it difficult for the leap motion to work with any third party control

systems. (First and second status reports, 2021)

Our second input for our design is a microphone that demonstrates the input function of

our voice command system created last semester. The user will be able to speak their commands

and say which floor they would like to go to using the microphone and the mini elevator

prototype will move to the desired floor corresponding to that command. In the previous

semester we had troubles with finding a suitable microphone to work on the Raspberry Pi as the

options are limited and the microphone that we used was the only microphone that was

compatible to use with the Raspberry Pi. (First and second status reports, 2021)

Our third input for our design are the foot paddles. In the previous semester, the user was

able to open and close the elevator doors with these foot paddles externally. In the current

semester, after speaking with our sponsor Chief Michael Phibbs, he informed us that he wished

to see us develop the foot pedals to not just open and close the elevator doors but also to move it

to different floors. As a result and development for our design, the foot pedals will also serve as a
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replacement for the elevator buttons internally. The user will be able to press in the desired floor

numbers entirely with their feet. For example, if the building consists of four floors such as the

UC Denver campus elevators, which is the main focus of our design, the user will press the foot

pedal four times and another foot pedal to confirm the user’s selection. A screen with a GUI

display will demonstrate the numbers put in by the user before confirming the selection. (First

and second status reports, 2021)

Our fourth input is our motion sensor which is the infrared sensor (IR) sensor. This IR

differs from the leap motion sensor in which it senses if the user is standing in front of the

elevator for a specific amount of time and in turn, calls the elevator for the person waiting for it

instead of touching buttons for that command. This will ensure that the elevator differentiates

between a regular person passing by the elevator or someone who is actually standing in front of

it. This IR sensor is essential to our design as it does not only limit the spread of COVID-19, but

most importantly acts as an important aid for people with physical disabilities who for one, might

not be able to use the other functions in the elevator and two act as the primary users of the

elevator.  (First and second status reports, 2021)

Our last input used for the elevator are the limit switches. These limit switches act as

indicators for our functions to either begin or end once they are pressed by the elevator cabin

moving. The next section in our block diagram are our control systems which are our laptop for

interface and the Arduino. All of our coding and controls will be implemented in these devices.

(First and second status reports, 2021)

The right side of our block diagram illustrates our systems outputs which firstly include a

screen which in our design is being used as the laptop screen. All of the systems outputs and

imagery both externally and internally will be displayed on this screen with our designed GUI
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display. Finally, our last two outputs will be two motors: the DC and servo motors. The DC

motor as illustrated in the block diagram, will be responsible for moving the elevator up and

down. Furthermore, the servo motor will be incharge of opening and closing the elevator doors.

(First and second status reports, 2021)

The problem that we faced in the DC motor was that when the DC motor rotated it didn't

move the rotational road and therefore the elevator cabin didn't move. Additionally, when the DC

motor rotated it was supposed to move the rotational road with it to move the elevator cabin, but

it didn't move. Also, the coupling that connects the DC motor with the rotational road wass loose

so that when the DC motor rotated it didn't move the rotational road. We will discuss how we

addressed the problem in further detail in the upcoming parts of the report.

While implementing the servo motor, we had encountered two problems. The first

problem was when we connected the servo motor to the Arduino as the power supply, the servo

motor did not work. The second problem was the angle of the servo motor as it led to the door

not opening and closing properly. For that we had to adjust that angle to the right and correct

angle.

The only difficulty that we had faced with the limit switches in our testing process, is that

we adjusted them many times to make them stop at the correct floor.

Analysis, simulation and prototype plans

As we finished the final prototype design on Autodesk Inventor Professional after 3

modifications from the first proposal design, we sent it off to a steel and acrylic plastic

manufacturer that took about 2 weeks to complete. Then, we started the mechanical assembly on

a wood base to drill in bolts for the steel to stay stationary. Starting with the main skeleton which
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is the four floors, as we connected the parts. A downside was that  the manufacturer drilled the

holes on the wrong side so we had to redo one part of the steel which delayed our work.

However, thankfully we worked with the plastic and super glued the square box that represents

the elevator cabin together. Later on, when we had all the correct parts and the tight bolts, we

installed the tiny cabin in the middle with the servo motor (fig.5) inside of it which is in charge

of the motion of the plastic door. There are two 8mm diameter, 800mm long linear shafts which

act as the cabin support (as rails). On the back of the cabin supporter we had the rotational rod

bolted by the bearings and two T8 nuts (fig.4) which roll up and down the rotational rod. The rod

itself is connected to the DC motor (fig.6) on the very top of the design using coping as a

connector.

After finishing and double checking the motors and making sure the moving parts are in

place and are stable we worked on the two safety limit switches (fig.3) on the top just under the

DC motor and the other on the very bottom, just in case if something were to go wrong while we

are working on the main limit switch. We adjusted four limit switches (fig.1)  in place, were once

the hook on the moving cabin hits the switch and in turn clicks it (disconnects the circuit) the

door needs to be exactly in line with the plastic opening of the floor. Furthermore, we had the

foot paddles (fig. 2) in place and tested the servo motor to open the door as well as modified the

angle of motion in coding after having severely failed runs and tests as the servo motor was

powerful on the plastic door. After completing the mechanical assembly, we started the wiring

and connections to each component that include: DC motor to a motor drive and then to an

Arduino, four limit switches, two safety limit switches and the servo motor. Additionally, we

used a breadboard to help us with the connection and powered it up by an 12V external battery.

The picture of the wiring diagram explains it all in the upcoming parts in the report.
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(Fig. 1) - Limit switch (Fig. 2) - Foot pedals and confirm button pedal

(Fig. 3) - Safety limit switch (Fig. 4) - Nuts

(Fig. 5) - Servo motor (Fig. 6) DC Motor connection
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For the DC Motor, once we prototyped the elevator cabin we knew that it would be

heavy. Therefore, when we were looking at a DC motor we put into consideration that we needed

a strong DC motor that can hold high weight. The DC motor that we settled on was the greartisan

DC that uses 12V. It is a single shaft self locking reversible worm gear. The DC motor is

connected to a rotational road by a coupling. The main function of the DC motor is to rotate the

rotational road clockwise or anticlockwise and given that it moves the elevator up or down. The

DC motor is connected to a DC motor drive that is connected to a 12V outer battery and the

Arduino. The function for the DC motor drive is to control the DC motor whether to move

clockwise or anticlockwise. We created a code that controls the DC motor with having to move

manually that we will discuss later on in the upcoming parts in this report.

The servo motor is a device responsible for opening and closing the elevator door once

the elevator arrives to the desired floor. To have the servo motor work, we have connected it to

two things. First is the Arduino that can control the servo motor with a code. Secondly, is the

step down that is connected to a 12V battery. We used the step down because it only needs 6V.

For the limit switches, we used the limit switches to stop the elevator at the correct floor

as the limit switch has a circuit inside it. When the elevator cabin hits the limit switch, it

connects the circuit. Therefore, it sends a signal to the Arduino that it hits and shows which floor

it had hit. When the elevator cabin leaves the floor it opens the circuit and it stops sending the

signal. We can control the limit switch by the code that we will discuss later on in the report.

Analysis, simulation and prototype results

As a result from the previous encountered errors with using the leap motion, we replaced

what used to be the Raspberry Pi with a laptop which will act as our main control panel along
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with our Arduino board. Our voice control system that previously worked on the Raspberry Pi

and it’s LCD screen, works perfectly as it did before on our laptop. Now, we are able to give all

of the contactless commands such as using the voice command, leap motion, IR Sensor and foot

paddles all through using the screen of our laptop which will be our main user-command

interface and means of giving the elevator different commands contactlessly using our GUI

dislay. (First and second status reports, 2021)

For our voice command system, we ended up using the same microphone we had

implemented in our design for the voice command system last semester and the quality of audio

that it records was low. However now that our control panel has changed and we are using the

laptop as our main user command interface, we are giving the commands through the laptop’s

microphone. Switching the microphones helped but the accuracy of the voice command is

dependent on how the Google Speech Recognition Library interprets the commands.

The DC motor worked well and it completes its job by moving the elevator cabin up and

down without any issues. The servo motor as well functions properly without any issues.

Furthermore, in the future we could buy slower servo motors because our’s was a little bit fast.

We had the limit switch to work properly without any difficulties and it stopped the elevator

cabin at the desired floor without any issues.
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D. Engineering Documents (CLO 3)

Semester |

Proof of Concept

The goal of this design for both semesters is to prove the concept of voice command
technology to operate different elevator functions such as going to different floors instead of the
traditional touching of buttons for that command to promote and ensure contactless delivery.
Above was our proof of concert design that was implemented last semester.

The Voice Command System Code
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The coding process of our design consists of two main software-processing systems. The

first one being the graphical user interface (GUI) in which we used a program called Page to

obtain it as well as to obtain its python generated code to add onto our Raspberry Pi.  As for our

second processing system that is the voice recognition, we implemented the Google Speech

Library given that it is one of the most powerful voice recognition libraries that is commonly

used in all android devices alongside Siri, the Apple company’s voice recognition system.

Ultimately we were able to obtain it alongside a python code consisting of different functions

and tasks.

We used the Program Page, as shown in the pictures above, which is a Python GUI

Generator that helped us create our elevator simulation and generate a Python code for it. It has

also allowed us to create imagery by using the different widgets and icons provided in the

program that would eventually be displayed in the output screen as well as to correspond to the

different commands and tasks that work hand-in-hand with the functions given by the Python

code.

The Python code for this design was implemented in a program called Python ide and can

be explained in the following steps. In step one the main function of the graphical user interface
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application function is called every six seconds and initially this function opens the microphone

as well as the wave file and lastly initiates the variable needed for the task as shown below.

Likewise, the remaining code of the task in step two records the audio input for six

seconds and this recording is stored into the wave file to be ready to be sent to the Google Voice

Recognition Library as shown below.

The third step in the task function will be using the Google Speech Recognition Library,

and in this code the audio file is sent to the Google Speech Recognition Library by the Internet

and this function returns a text file that's recognized by Google. This text file is then stored in the
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variable to be ready for the next step which is to check the accuracy of the inside text and

correspond to its required floor as shown below.

The last step in the task function is a condition in the code to search for the needed floor

as it searches for words such as “one” or The String “one” or the number “1” and the same thing

applies for the numbers two, three and four. If this condition was true, it first updates the label

with the number of the floor and then updates the image position of the elevator in the GUI to

have the elevator image move on the GUI. After that step the code is used to check if the elevator

is moving upwards or downwards in order to change the arrow image to correspond with it being

upwards or downwards simultaneously as the elevator is moving on the GUI as shown below.
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The Leap Motion 7 Segment Display Proof of Concept Code

After receiving the device, we first implemented a code on a laptop to have a 7-segment

display output and a built in push button acting as the elevator floor buttons. Then we connected

and used the leap motion to control the computer command touchlessly, basically the leap

motion acts as a touchless mouse.  The output demonstrates numbers changing indicating what

floor you're on depending on the command you are giving through the leap motion. We have the

7-segment display Arduino code using the program Arduino IDE 1.8.13 with a push button

input. The setup of the code is implemented in a way such that once you press the push button to

‘low’ it goes into the while loop therefore, to the next number. The reason that we did a

7-segment display is to prove the concept that we can control the buttons with hand gestures

because we are using the leap motion as a sensor and not as a main function in the entire

elevator. The seven segment display was implemented with a program called Proteus 8.
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The PIR Sensor Code

Looking at the above code, we started with defining the global variables of the system.

Const int MOTION_SENSOR_PIN = 7 states that we defined the variable

MOTION_SENSOR_PIN as a constant integer and we are giving it a value of 7. Next we did the

same thing with LED_PIN, but this time we gave it a value of 3. These two values represent the

pin locations that we are attaching the LED’s to on the Arduino. Next, we define two additional

variables (motionStateCurrent & motionStatePrevious) as integers and assign them a value of
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LOW. This just means that we are setting the LED’s to initially be off (Low Voltage = Off). Now

that the variables have been defined we start the program. Everything inside of void setup () { }

runs once while everything inside void loop() {} runs continuously. Inside the setup, we begin by

initializing the serial communication port as 9600 baud and defining the Arduino pin modes

(what is an input and what is an output). Bellow was the hardware assembly of the design last

semester.

The Foot Pedals Design

The foot pedals last semester were responsible for holding the door open for a period of

time if needed as it can be difficult to do so on the leap motion. For the hardware prototype we

ordered our main two foot pedals and connected them to two different coloured LED lights and

lastly a wooden door attached to a DC motor indicating the action of an elevator door.

Furthermore, all materials were attached and connected to an Arduino Uno which we have a

code implemented for. The way we designed it is when pressing one pedal the red LED lights up
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indicating the door closing, and once the other pedal is pressed the green LED lights up

indicating the opening of the door as it will continue to remain open as long as you hold down

the pedal.

Semester || Code Developments

This first screenshot will display the most important functions in our code and most of

these functions were implemented in the Arduino, our main control system. The following codes

were implemented using the Arduino 1.8.13 program. The rest of the Python code that will be

discussed further on is implemented on our laptop. The Python code was important in terms of

coding the Voice Command System and the Foot Pedals system in particular, however, the

Arduino is responsible for the implementation of those commands and codes mechanically. In
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this first screenshot of the code, we included a library specifically for the Servo Motor that is

responsible for opening and closing our mini elevator prototype’s door. We also added a library

specifically for the DC motor driver that is in charge of moving the elevator up and down. The

int functions represent the pins for our components for example: the safety limit switches, the

limit switches on different floors and the foot pedals that are in the code.

In this second screenshot, we initialized all our sensors as inputs as seen in the pinMode

function. In addition, the Servo Motor is connected to pin 6 and will be closed initially as stated

in “myservo.write(door_close);”, after that the “serial.begin(9600);” function will be activated to

have it work between the laptop and Arduino. The number 9600 represents the number of bits

per second.
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The third screenshot demonstrates the main code and all of the functions are implemented

in it. We can see the testing in the comment section underneath, once we need it we will run it.

The first line of the three testing lines underneath, tests which IR sensor is currently running and

is currently active as well as for the limit switches and foot pedals. Those three lines aren’t

essential in the final code. The final code on the other hand as illustrated on the screen is divided

into the GUI and elevator code, the door code, the foot pedal code, IR code, limit switch code,

safety limit switch code and finally the state code. We will be discussing each function

individually in the upcoming screenshots.

In the fourth screenshot we will be explaining the state code. The state code is

responsible for registering the states of the elevator and sends it to the program on the computer.

In the orange functions “serial.print” we implemented an array function called “elevator”, which

records and registers the four floors we have in our system from 1 to 4 once the function is

called. In the “serial.print(state);”, shows the elevator moving up or down or if it was standing
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still. Meanwhile, the function “seria.print(current_floor);”, shows the floor that the elevator is

currently stopped on.

In the fifth screenshot we will demonstrate the second function in the final code. This

function is responsible for the movement of the elevator. The first step of this code is that it

checks if the elevator has stopped as it can be seen in the line of the code where all of the arrays

are equal to zero. The second step of the code is responsible for searching the required floor, as

we cannot predict what floor the user will acquire. Furthermore, the code is explained as: as long

is it is stopped, the function is entered in a for loop to check the four floors that we have

implemented in the system, and if those functions equal one it will take the user to the desired

floor with the desired value which is evident in the “next_floor = floor_index;” function. In

addition this function searches which floor has been equal to one in order to move to it.
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In the sixth screenshot we will be carrying on from the previous code and further explain

it. The if function here examines if the next floor will be smaller or bigger than the current floor.

If the next floor was bigger than the current floor, the elevator will move upwards and if the next

floor was smaller than the current floor, it will move the elevator downwards.

In the seventh screenshot, we will be discussing the GUI (Graphical User Interface) code.

The GUI is the user-command interface in which the user will be able to interact and give the
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elevator commands with. The idea of this code is that it allows us to receive the code from the

GUI. To further elaborate, let’s take the voice command and leap motion systems for example,

the voice command and leap motion systems send data to go to a specific floor from 1 to 4. The

four floors are implemented in the first four if statements in the code and the number 1 refers to

approving that specific floor that the user desired and goes to it only once regardless of the

function used to go to that floor. In conclusion, we receive the command or data from the GUI or

computer program as the data has the desired floor that the user would like to go to and then the

system would in turn move the elevator to that floor.

In the eighth screenshot we will be discussing the foot pedals system code. The idea of

the foot pedals this semester was developed to increment and decrement between floors. The

logic of the code was implemented in such a way that when the user chooses their desired floor

by either incrementing or decrementing the numbers or values between 1 and 4 and that process

is repeated. After that, every time the user increments or decrements, we send the data as evident
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in the serial functions, which are in charge of sending data from and between the computer and

Arduino. As such, the floor function is sent to the computer and in turn the computer will display

the floor on its screen.

In the ninth screenshot, we will be discussing the safety limit switch function. The logic

of the code is implemented in such a way that if the safety limit switch is activated the elevator

in turn will stop and this is applied to both the safety limit switches implemented in the function

itself. The other function in the bottom the “limitSwitch_code” is incharge of the coding for the

regular limit switches implemented in our design.
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In the tenth screenshot, we will be illustrating the limit switch function. The first line of

code suggests if the limit switch is set to low, meaning that it is pressed then it will be set to the

current floor 1, as the limit switch helps us to know which floor the elevator is standing on. The

same logic applies to the other 3 floors from 2 to 4, if the limit switch was pressed it will let us

know which floor the elevator is on currently.

In the eleventh screenshot, we will be discussing the IR code. The IR code is a

replacement for the external existing elevator buttons that are incharge of calling the elevator. We

implemented this code by which we changed the elevator function’s array. If any of the IR

sensors on the four floors (from IR1 to IR4) are set to low, meaning that they are activated from

the hand gesture, it will in turn take the elevator to the requested floor. After that is the door code

which will be discussed in the twelfth screenshot.
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In the twelfth screenshot, we will be discussing the door code. This code checks if the

user is on their desired floor, as demonstrated in function “current_floor == next_floor”, then the

motor will stop on that floor and after that it will open and close the door. After that in the serial

functions, the data is sent to the computer to display the elevator arrival and stop the states of the

elevator.

In the thirteenth screenshot, we used Pycharm 2020.2.5 to implement the Python code.

The Python code includes the code for the GUI that was generated by the program Page as

thoroughly discussed in the previous voice command system prototype that was implemented

last semester. In the first function in this screenshot which is called “taskk():” that is

implemented every second, is in charge of receiving the data from the Arduino. This data has

multiple types, the first type that includes the work “FLOOR” is incharge of the foot pedal

system data as it increments and decrements and in turn is displayed on the GUI. Or the data can

start with the word “Elevator” as displayed in the screenshot, and this function determines the

floors. Moreover, the if else statements show that if a specific and chosen floor was equal to 1,
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the Python code will not move the elevator mechanically however the Arduino will. The Python

code will then change the display and color to demonstrate the requested floor. As for the foot

pedals system demonstrated in the “FLOOR” function, the foot pedal value will be taken and

then will be displayed as a text on the GUI by the function “lb_text3.set(mess)” in its required

position on the GUI display. In short, this task receives the data from the Arduino to then update

the GUI display for either the foot pedals or the elevator state.

Displayed underneath is this semester’s developed GUI interface. Last semester our GUI

interface was only created for our Voice Command system. However in this semester, our GUI

user-command interface holds all of our four functions together and will give the user the chance

to pick and choose their desired function and see the response of that function in the GIU. Below

is a screenshot of our developed GUI interface.
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In the fourteenth screenshot, we will be demonstrating the voice recognition function.

Most of the code remains the same from last semester as discussed previously in this report. The

new addons to the code will be discussed in the fifteenth screenshot.

In the fifteenth screenshot, carrying over from last semester’s code, after sending the

variable to Google, the system will begin checking. In this semester an add on to our voice

command system is our activation phrase “Voice command”. This activation phrase was added

for the system to indicate that the user will indeed choose the voice command system as their

desired function and not the other contactless functions. This activation phrase will minimize the

possible errors and delays that might happen in the system as it did last semester where once the

system picks up a number from 1 to 4 the elevator will automatically move to that floor. We

figured that that might not be convenient since people speak or say floor numbers in the elevator

all the time to each other, however implementing this activation phrase has greatly reduced that

risk and error. In addition, a new add-on to the system includes a response from the system as it

will display “Hi, how can I help you?” and then the user will be able to give their command. In
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terms of the code, it first searches for the words “voice”  and “command” and then displays the

text “Hi, how can I help you?”. Once the user says their floor the logic of the code will remain

the same as it did last semester where it will begin to search for the strings of the numbers or the

words of the numbers and will register those commands. However, this semester since we have a

mechanical moving elevator as an add on to the code also includes sending the command to the

Arduino to have the elevator move to the corresponding and desired floor from 1 to 4.

In the sixteenth screenshot, we will be discussing the buttons in our code that will be

controlled fully contactlessly with the leap motion with the use of hand gestures. The first

function is the exit button function which is incharge of existing the program and locks the

connection with the Arduino. The leap functions are the buttons that are going to be used with

the leap motion. If the button is pressed for a specific floor, the floor number will then be sent to

the Arduino and in turn move the elevator to that floor.
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In the seventeenth screenshot, the leap motion buttons are links with the regular buttons

that we have in our system which are referred to as B1, B2, B3 and B4. This is made to tie both

of the functionalities together. If for example button two, B2, was pressed, the function for the

second floor will be implemented and this function will send the floor number to the Arduino

and in turn will move the elevator cabin mechanically to the requested floor.

Up to Date Gantt Chart
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E. Computer Design Tools (CLO4)

First 3D Mechanical Proposal

As for the initial status and prototyping progress of our project, we have managed to

illustrate a first proposal for our 3D mechanical design using a program called Autodesk Inventor

Professional to grant us a visual and to set an end goal for our design. Ultimately, after testing

and implementing more than one 3D proposal for our final mechanical design, we had chosen the

best suitable proposal and begun assembling it. (First and second status reports, 2021)

Below was our first 3D mechanical proposal design. Before we started developing and

combining our four electrical designs, we needed to have a clear understanding of what hardware

we needed. We also researched different materials that would best fit our mechanical design as

well as be compatible with our electrical prototypes and functions from the previous semester.

(First and second status reports, 2021)

Mechanical Design (First 3D Proposal) - Produced in AutoDesk Inventor

Professional
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Front view of the design                                           Back view of the design

The above pictures demonstrate the details of the first mechanical 3D proposal of our

design of the mini elevator prototype. In this mini elevator we first developed all our existing

electrical prototypes (designs) and combined them with the mechanical portion in the elevator to

demonstrate their functionality. The green box will hold all of the electrical materials and designs

discussed more thoroughly in the previous block diagram, while the orange part displays the

outside layer of the elevator. The picture also shows the initial dimensions and sizes of the mini

elevator which is in millimeters and the detail of each part of the design. These measurements

were not finalized and are subject to change. Detail A indicates the lifting motor position which

moves the elevator cabin up and down from one floor to the other, detail B indicates the slider

unit, detail C indicates the elevator door which slides open and finally detail D indicates the

elevator cabin. (First and second status reports, 2021)
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Second and Final 3D Mechanical Proposal

As a continuation for developing our design and after successfully accomplishing a first

3D proposal for our design, we concluded our research on the hardware we are going to

implement in our design and received as well as tested all of our ordered and required materials

for both our mechanical and electrical components of our design. Furthermore, we purchased

additional materials needed for testing and connectivity purposes such as an IR sensor, battery,

and different types of wires. We have also completed the software and coding involved in the

project for both our electrical and mechanical components which was covered thoroughly in

other parts of the report. (First and second status reports, 2021)

Mechanical Design (Final 3D Proposal) - Produced in AutoDesk Inventor

Professional

Front View of the design : Back View of the Design :
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Limit Switches : DC Motor :

Servo Motor and Elevator Door :
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In the second and finalized proposal, we have designed it such that the elevator cabin will

be moving through the floors by the use of the main DC motor as you can see in the pictures

above, and it is attached on the top connected to a rotating rod using coupling. We used a motor

drive which has an H-bridge circuit for the DC motor to switch the polarity to move up and

down. Attached to the rotational rod is the bearing which transfers the rotational energy into

vertical motion.

For the door mechanism we used a servo motor which works by receiving a signal pulse.

As the signal changes, the angular position of the shaft will change. Furthermore, it is attached to

the door which will maintain the angular position that represents the door sliding open. We used

one door for the entire prototype which is attached to the cabin in order to make the assembly

less time consuming and to focus our attention on assembling the electrical components. These

include: the placement of the IR sensors that accomplish the purpose of sending a signal to

command the elevator to move to the desired floor where someone is standing waiting for the

elevator to arrive and in turn, opens the door allowing a fully touchless experience. (First and

second status reports, 2021)
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Pictures Above : Produced in AutoDesk Inventor Professional

At this point in our design phase, mechanically, we managed to manufacture and

assemble the main structure of our elevator prototype consisting of acrylic and steel as well as

assemble the elevator cabin. The elevator cabin has a servo motor attached inside of it to control

the door. Based on this initial assembly process, we connected the rest of the parts to complete it.

Electrically we have managed to accomplish at that phase of our prototyping progress, the

following: wiring the DC and servo motor circuits as well as wiring our two safety limit switches

and the other four main limit switches that we had set up in our four floors of our elevator

prototype design. Finalized the testing, coding and implementation of the limit switches so that

while the elevator prototype moves up or down, it will stop automatically. Testing and

implementing the code of the DC motor which allows us to control the movement of the motor

as it moves the elevator prototype cabin up and down. Implementation of the Servo Motor code

that controls the door and in it’s code, we implemented a function to allow us to open and close

the elevator prototype door that fits the standards of our design specifically. (First and second

status reports, 2021)
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Above : Pictures of our physical assembly

Above we have our limit switches which are in charge of stopping the elevator

cabin. We adjusted 4 limit switches in place where once the elevator cabin hits the switch

it turns and in turn, disconnects the circuit. Also, we adjusted 2 safety limit switches on

the very top and bottom of the prototype just in case something went wrong.

Our main DC motor is mounted on top of our prototype. It is in charge of the

vertical movement of the elevator cabin by rotating a rotational rod using coupling as a

connector. It is wired through the DC motor’s motor drive while the motor drive is

connected to our Arduino. Additionally,  our servo motor is in charge of the plastic door

movement by moving in an angular motion which is also connected to our Arduino as an

input.
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Mechanical Design Drawings for manufacturing shop (Produced in Autodesk

Inventor Professional)
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Wiring Diagram
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F. Patent and Standards Research Related to Design (CLO 6)

After speaking with Professors Daniel Jensen and Jeffery Selman, we were advised to

leave this section as not applicable since it does not apply to our project and after explaining that

no patent research was done to our project, the professors suggested to not elaborate on this part

of the report.
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G. Proof of Concept (CLO 8)

In the first semester we individually assembled a proof of concept for each design as a

separate system. In this semester, we combined all four designs and proof of concepts into one

design and have them work simultaneously. The goal of having four designs to operate our

prototype and change between floors, was to test multiple systems first individually to see which

would work best and in turn implement them all together to have them work at the same time.

Rather than focusing on scientific testing methods of calculations, tables, graphs, diagrams, etc..

we chose to focus on a more hands on way of testing (building it, testing it, modifying it, testing

it, modifying it, etc..). This seemed to work best for us and in the following pages we will break

down each system. To reiterate, we chose to do a more hands on approach to coding and

hardware design rather than focus on complex tables and calculations, as we felt this was a much

better and suitable learning process for our team and the nature of our design and project. As for

the completion of our project, we were able to demonstrate and assemble a fully functioning

design that we had aimed for since last semester and fortunately, nothing was not possible to

implement due to time constraints. Implementing parallel prototyping strategies learnt from the

previous semester has truly helped us with our situation of our team being apart in different

counties in the world. Additionally, the biggest challenge was working at different time zones

and having tasks done at specific deadlines given that our team members are in different parts of

the world as half are in Kuwait and the other half are in The United States of America. Our proof

of concept will present test and verification that the engineering outputs meet the designs inputs.

(Proof of concept report, 2021)
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IR Sensor

For semester two, our proof of concept was to install an IR sensor on the mini elevator

design and rather than light up an LED by waving our hand in front of it, to actually wave our

hand in front of the sensor and call the elevator to the floor. We have successfully implemented

this on our design. We have four sensors for the elevator to be called to each floor. The physical

design is complete along with the code and is able to move the elevator cabin to the

corresponding floor the hand gestured to using the IR sensor. (Proof of concept report, 2021)

Foot Pedal System

For this semester, we have modified the design and implemented the foot pedals to make

the elevator move between four floors as well. The physical design is complete along with the

code and is able to move the elevator cabin to the corresponding floor depending on the user’s

input and floor selection. (Proof of concept report, 2021)

Voice Command System

For the current semester, the proof of concept stays the same for our voice command

system except for using the basic GUI interface we built on the computer, we have actually

implemented the software in the mini elevator design and have the floors go up and down

mechanically. We have also developed the GUI interface to work on all of our functions and

serve as a user-command interface for our design. We have fully implemented the software

portion of this and it was able to actuate the elevator cabin mechanically fully with using our

voices as commands to move the cabin. (Proof of concept report, 2021)
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Leap Motion System

For this semester the proof of concept stays the same in which the Leap Motion Sensor

will be used as a mouse, and we implemented the design into the mechanical assembly and had it

move and actuate the elevator cabin up and down. Once we finished our GUI interface, we used

the leap motion as a controller to give the elevator commands and press it’s buttons contactlessly

fully with the use of the leap motion sensor without touching the screen. This system has worked

well and was able to move the elevator mechanically given the circumstances and difficulties we

had faced with it prior as discussed in section (CLO-1). (Proof of concept report, 2021)

Budget

Semester |

The main source of our budget is from the university, however we used money from our

own pockets for our Voice Command design. The university provides funds depending on your

specific engineering department. The electrical department hands each electrical engineering

student $100 and the mechanical engineering department gives each mechanical engineering

student $300. Therefore, we are seven people in the group consisting of six electrical engineering

students and one mechanical engineering student. Moreover, that leaves us with a total of $900

from the university. From that $900 we used $177 for our three designs. The first design is the

leap motion in which we used $90 from the university’s provided funds. The second design is the

foot pedals design in which we spent $42 from the university’s funds. From the $42 we used $22

from the university’s budget and $20 from our own income. The third design is the PIR sensor

which cost $64 from the university’s budget. To conclude, that leaves us with a remaining $723

from the university budget to be used for the next semester. As for the voice command design we

spent $242 from our personal funds.
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Semester 2 -
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For the second semester, due to most of the team being in Kuwait and part lead times

being an issue, we did not use any of the budget (which was $900.00). We ended up spending

$488.00 only for the semester out of our own pockets. We did not experience any budget issues

and were able to complete the design on time and on budget.
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H. List of Project Design and Implementations Task and

Responsibilities

After speaking with the professors, they advised us to just post a picture of the left side of

our gantt chart here as it shows the project design and implementation tasks and responsibilities

as well as of how detailed our gantt chart was and covered what was asked.
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